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Abstract: This study provide insights into the multi-objective optimization problem of gas

fractionation unit. A steady state model was developed to simulate the gas fractionation unit by using

a simulator PRO-II. The analog data was combined with multiple linear regression theory to identify

model parameters of gas fractionation unit and establish its multi-objective optimization model. This

study used the energy consumption; production output and prodution recovery as the objective

function of multi-objective optimization. The non-dominate sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II)

was used to solve the multi-objective optimization model and get pareto optimal solution sets. The

optimization results were showed that it can increase the production of product and decrease energy

consumption and emission of propylene by optimizing the operational conditions. The calculation

results were proved this algorithm had good feasibility validity and versatility. This optimal method

can provide operational device and effective guidance tools in gas fractionation unit.

1. Introduction

Distillation is the most widely used industrial separation process and it is also the largest energy

consumption of chemical units. In recent years, many scholars studied in the energy saving

optimization of catalytic reforming process [1-2], delayed cooking unit[3], atmospheric and vacuum

distillation unit[4], ethylene production [5] distillation process [6], to some extent, they solved the

problem of high energy consumption of the rectifying tower, but these optimization research were

mostly based on the simulation analysis and get the optimizing operation parameters of production.

This method can not give many sets of optimization results of corresponding operation parameters

and also can not to solve and coordinate the problem of multi-objective optimization in production

unit. In addition, there were many scholars used the NSGA-II [7] algorithm to solve multi-objective

optimization problems of chemical process , but most of the research process were needed to develop

the corresponding mathematical model and its simulation program. So, simulating the actual system

process was not only difficult but also time-consuming. Based on the above two points, this paper
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apply the chemical process simulation software PRO-II to simulate the process of gas fractionation

unit and establish its model. Extracting the process simulation data and combining with multiple

linear regression theory to identify the model of gas fractionation unit and establish its

multi-objective optimization model. The non-dominate sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) is

applied to solve multi-objective parameter optimization and get pareto optimal solution sets and

design the operating parameters for multi-objective optimization. The calculation results are proved

this method is feasible and valid.

2. Technological process introduction

A gas fractionation unit of petrochemical enterprise using depropanizer, deethanizer and propylene

tower three tower processes. Rich in propylene of liquid gas was put into the raw material buffer tank

of liquefied gas. The liquid gas was sent to depropanizer feed heater by feed pump of depropanizer.

After the preheating, the liquid gas was put into depropanizer. Depropanizer overhead steamed out

C2 and C3 fraction .A part of C2 and C3 fraction in reflux tank were sent by depropanizer overhead

reflux pump as reflux. The other part of C2 and C3 fraction were put into the deethanizer feed pump

and sent them into the deethanizer feed heater. After heating the liquid gas, they were sent into

deethanize. The C4, C5 fraction which were steamed out by depropanizer bottom were directly put

into the cooler. After cooling, they were sent to LPG spherical tank area. Deethanizer overhead

steamed out C2 and C3 fraction. A part of C2 and C3 fraction in reflux tank were condensed by

condenser and send them into the high pressure gas pipeline network. The other part of C2 and C3

fraction were put into the deethanizer overhead reflux pump as reflux. The C2 (≤0.1%) and C3

fraction of deethanizer bottom with the pressure put into the feed heat exchanger of propylene tower,

after exchanging the heat they were put into propylene tower. Propylene tower steamed out of the

propylene fraction. A part of propylene in reflux tank was send by polypropylene overhead reflux

pump as reflux. The other part propylene product was sent into the propylene tank after cooling. The

propane of propylene bottom was sent to the propane tank farm after the condensing.

3. Simulation analysis of Gas Fractionation Unit

This paper is based on a petrochemical enterprise's actual production data and steady state model to

simulate the process of gas fractionation unit. Using the PRO-II simulation software and select the

Soave-Relich-Kwong (SRK) Equation and Inside-Out Convergence Algorithms for solving the Gas

fractionation device model.The table 1 gives the simulation results of gas fractionation unit. From the

table 1, the pressure, temperature, reflux ratio and the quality of products in each distillation column

are very closed to the actual data of gas fractionation unit and it can really react the actual operation

situation of the device. So the model of gas fractionation unit is proved correct and it can simulate and
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analyze the whole process under different working conditions. This model of the whole gas

fractionation unit can make a further condition analysis and provide basis for multi-objective

optimization.

Table 1 Gas Fractionation Unit process parameters and actual simulation data

Column Technological parameter Simulated data Measured data

Depropanizer

Column

Column top pressure/Mpa 1.7 1.705

Column top temperature/℃ 43.6 44

Column bottom temperature/℃ 96.3 97.3

Column top C4 content/% 1% 0.98%

Column bottom C3 content/% 2% 1.99%

Reflux ratio 2.002 2.0

Deethanizer

Column

Column top pressure/Mpa 2.45 2.45

Column top temperature/℃ 44.7 44.8

Column bottom temperature/℃ 60.9 60.9

Column bottom C2 content/% 0.1% 0.1%

Propylene

Column

Column top pressure/Mpa 1.7 1.7

Column top temperature/℃ 41.1 44.1

Column bottom temperature/℃ 53.7 53.7

Column top propene content/% 99.5% 99.5%

Column bottom propane content/% 95% 95.01%

Reflux ratio 18.79 19.22
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4. Multi-objective optimization model of Gas fractionation unit

After simulating and analysing the energy consumption and working condition of gas fractionation

unit, we can conclude that the product yield and the column energy consumption of depropanizer and

propylene column have a relevant relationship with the reflux ratio and the feed temperature, namely

with the increase of reflux ratio or feed temperature, the product yield of depropanizer and propylene

column and the condenser load of two columns are gradually increased. The reboiler load of two

columns are gradually reduced. They are a linear trend of increase or decrease. In addition to the

propylene emissions and column energy consumption of deethanizer have a relevant relationship

with the feed temperature and the operational pressure of deethanizer, namely with the feed

temperature and column operation pressure increase, the propylene emissions and reboiler load of

deethanizer are gradually reduced and the condenser load are gradually increased, they are all linear

trend of increase or decrease.

Integrated the above analysis, the process simulation data is extracted and combined with multiple

linear regression theory to identify the model of gas fractionation unit and establish its

multi-objective optimization model.

(1). The multi-objective optimization model of depropanizer:
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(2). The multi-objective optimization model of deethanizer:
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(3). The multi-objective optimization model of propylene:
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Where,x1,x2 represent the reflux rate (t·hr-1) and feed temperature (℃) of depropanizer.x3,x4 represent

the operating pressure (kpa) and material feed temperature (℃ ) of deethanizer.x5,x6 represent the

reflux rate (t·hr-1) and material feed temperature (℃) of propylene column.

5. Multi-objective optimization of gas fractionation unit based on the NSGA-II algorithm

5.1 NSGA - II optimization algorithm

NSGA-II was the NSGA algorithm which improved by Deb [8] in 2002 and it was a kind of fast

non-pessimum sort method. The bookkeeping strategy was used to reduce the whole algorithm

operating time in NSGA-II algorithm. This strategy was applied to calculate the charge density

estimation and crowded degree comparison. Density estimation operator was used to estimate the

population density of individual place. This method calculated the distance of two solution points.

Crowded comparison operator was used to put the solution points in front of Pareto sets. This method

have the same effects of the sharing mechanism in original NSGA algorithm. The rest parts of the

NSGA-II are the same with the original NSGA algorithm. Due to the NSGA-II was adopted strategy

of fast non-inferior sort and new diversity keeping, it can change its computation complexity from the

NSGA O(MN3): M is the goal quantity and N is the size of population into O(MN2),so this method

reduced the computational complexity[9] .

The algorithm process of NSGA-II: first set the parameters of algorithm and then generate the n scale

of initial population randomly. Calculating the values of objective function. After used the

non-dominated sort, the initial population were went through the selection crossover and mutation of

three basic operations of genetic algorithm then received the first generation of population. From the

beginning of the second generation, the father generation population and progeny population were

merged and then using fast non-dominated sort to arrange the population. At the same time calculate

the charge density estimation and the crowded degree comparison of each individual in

non-dominated layer. According to the relationship of non-dominated and crowded degree of

individual to choose the most appropriate individuals as the new father generation. Last, using the

basic operation of the genetic algorithm to produce new progeny population and then until meet the

conditions of the program stop the NSGA-II algorithm and output Pareto optimal sets.

5.2 Optimization results

In this paper the non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) is used to calculate the three

multi-objective optimization models. The initial population of NSGA-II is 100. The largest evolution

algebra is 1000, crossover probability is 0.6, variation probability is 0.05. After calculating three

multi-objective optimization models then get 50 Pareto optimal sets of every group. Figure 1-(a) to
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figure 1-(c) are given the optimization results of three groups. From the figure, the boundary of

optimizal results of three groups are very close to the front of Pareto and distributed uniformly. At the

same time each productive indicators of operating columns are in the corresponding range.

The figure 1-(a) and figure1-(c) show that the production of depropanizer and propylene column have

a positive relationship with basic energy consumption of columns. Namely, increasing the productive

yield and the unit energy consumption also increase correspondingly. But under the same energy

consumption can change the corresponding operating parameters to realize the maximizing product

yield. At the same time, the figure1-(b) show that the propylene emission content of deethanizer was

decreased by increasing the energy consumption of deethanizer.So under the same energy

consumption can change the operating conditions of propylene to realize the minimuming the

emissions of propylene and increase the propylene yield of device. From figure1-(a) to figure1-(c)the

star represents the productive yield and energy consumption and emissions of propylene and energy

consumption of each operating column in current situation. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the

operating conditions of each column in the gas fractionation unit are not optimal at present on the

premise of guaranteeing the product quality of each column.The products yield of depropanizer and

propylene column also can be increased and the energy consumption can be reduced. The propylene

emission of deethanizer can be reduced and the energy consumption can be reduced. Table 2 gives

part of the optimal strategies and results.
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Figure 1. Optimization Results of Gas fractionation unit.

In table 2, contrasting the optimization results and the operating condition of device can know that

increasing the reflux rate and feed temperature of depropanizer and propylene column can coordinate

productive yield and energy consumption of operating column.Because of increasing the reflux rate

can increase the contact of steam and reflux and speed up the conversion rate of gas liquid two phase,

so it can increase the productive yield of operating column. At the same time, increasing the feed

temperature can reduce the material evaporating steam flow of reboiler, so it can achieve the purpose

of reducing energy consumption. Increasing the operational pressure of Deethanizer can reduce the
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relative volatility of its separative component and also reduce the propylene emissions.Then

increasing the feed temperature can reduce steam flow of reboiler so it can coordinate the targets of

reducing energy consumption and propylene emission.

The optimal results show that the non-dominate sort genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) in gas fractionation

unit optimization can solve the multi-objective optimization problem and find the more pareto

solution sets. These pareto solution sets have their advantages in each different optimal targets.

Therefore,according to the different production requirements, the decision makers can select the

appropriate operation parameters to guide the production from the Pareto optimal solution obtained

by optimization.This shows the superiority of multi-objective evolutionary algorithm.

Depropanizer

optimization

scheme

Column

pressure

(kpa)

Quantity of reflux

(t·hr-1)

Feed

temperature

(℃)

Energy

saving

(M*KJ·hr-1)

Increase

production

(kg·hr-1)

1 1700 28.78 51.7 3.21 74.74

2 1700 38.49 44.5 2.13 95.75

3 1700 40.34 50.3 1.76 112.56

Deethanizer

optimization

scheme

Column

pressure

(kpa)
Reflux ratio

Feed

temperature

(℃)

Energy

saving

(M*KJ·hr-1)

Propylene

emissions

(%)

1 2504.6 Liquidtotal reflux 46.1 0.0782 0.5672

2 2610.3 Liquidtotal reflux 57.5 0.0168 0.693

3 2483.5 Liquidtotal reflux 56.2 0.0949 0.5256

Propylene

column

optimization

scheme

Column

pressure

(kpa)

Quantity of reflux

(t/hr)

Feed

temperature

(℃)

Energy

saving

(M*KJ·hr-1)

Increase

production

(kg·hr-1)

1 1780 198.61 43.9 2.76 177.67

2 1780 187.88 45.2 3.52 106.67

3 1780 175.95 48.4 4.56 100.7
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Table 2 NSGA - II optimization strategy and results

6. Conclusion

This paper is based on process simulation software PRO-II and the non-dominant sorting genetic

algorithm (NSGA-II) to realize the multi-objective optimization of gas fractionation unit in

petrochemical enterprise. Extracting the process simulation data and combining with multiple linear

regression theory to identify the model of gas fractionation unit and establish its multi-objective

optimization model. After comparing the traditional modeling method,this methods can increase the

accuracy and practicality of modeling and reduce the difficulty and computing time of modeling.

Using the advantages of NSGA -II to research and solve the multi-objective optimization problems of

product yield product recycling and energy consumption in gas fractionation unit. The results show

that increasing product yield must increase the energy consumption of operating column, but under

the same energy consumption can change the optimal operating conditions to increase product yield

and minimize the propylene emission and improve device of propylene yield. The optimization

results are proved that this methods are feasible effective and general and can provide effective

method in optimization design and operating guide of gas fractionation unit.
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